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Abstract. The kind invitation to present a paper at the German Con
ference on Bioinformatics prompted me to look back at the history of 
plant modeling using L-systems, relate the results obtained by my re
search group to the growing array of other contributions, and present an 
updated guide to the literature in the field. 

1 Introduction 

In 1968, Aristid Lindenmayer introduced a formalism for simulating the devel
opment of multicellular organisms, later named L-systems (59]. It was originally 
described in terms of linear or branching chains of finite automata, but its sub
sequent reformulation in terms of rewriting systems [60] proved more elegant. 
The close relationship between L-systems, abstract automata, and formal lan
guages attracted the interest of computer scientists, who vigorously developed 
the mathematical theory of L-systems (40, 104, 106] (for an account of the early 
history of L-systems see also (67, 107]). This progress was followed by applica
tions of L-systems to the modeling of plants, initiated by the development of 
the first simulation program based on L-systems called CELIA ( an acronym for 
CEllular Linear Iterative Array simulator) by Baker, Herman, and Liu [3, 4, 39]. 

In 1984, Smith (112] introduced state-of-the-art computer graphics for vi
sualizing a class of abstract branching structures discovered by Hogeweg and 
Hesper (43]. The beauty of Smith's images and the life-like appearance of his 
developmental simulations inspired me to design and implement my own sim
ulation program, called pfg (an acronym for plant and fractal generator, C 
code listing included in (90]). The first results obtained using pfg were focused 
on the visualization of fractals and abstract branching structures [83, 84]. This 
work attracted the interest of Professor Lindenmayer and, along with my grad
uate student Jim Hanan, we collaborated on the application of L-systems to 
the realistic modeling of structures and processes found in real plants (90, 96]. 
The results obtained by 1990 (with crucial contributions by de Boer, Fowler, 
Fracchia, and Mercer) were collected in our book (95]. 

Many new results have been obtained since then. The purpose of the present 
paper is to survey current lines of research, and provide an updated guide to the 
literature on plant modeling using L-systems. For previous guides of ·a similar 
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the L-system model of Anabaena catenula. The model captures 
the arrangement of shorter and longer cells in a vegetative segment of the filament. 

nature see [68] and [90, Chapter 7]. General surveys of the modeling of plant 
architectures are presented in (16, 102]. For a recent tutorial introduction to 
visual modeling using L-systems see [86, 87]. 

2 What are L-systems? 

In order to retrace the advancement of modeling techniques based on L-systems, 
let us first identify the main features of the original formalism. From a math
ematical point of view, L-systems are parallel rewriting systems, operating on 
strings of symbols that may represent individual cells [59] or larger components 
(modules) of a growing organism [23]. One of the simplest biologically relevant 
examples of L-systems is a model of the filamentous blue-green bacteria An

abaena catenula [62, 63, 65]. The model describes the development of a so-called 
vegetative segment of Anabaena using rewriting rules (also called productions) 
operating on two types of cells, A and B. Each cell can have one of two different 

polarities indicated by superscript arrows: 1, A, 1, and 'a. In given time inter
vals, cells B elongate and change their state to A, while cells A divide, producing 
a cell A and a cell B. This process is characterized by the following rules: 

➔ +-➔ 

A-+AB 
+- +-➔ 

A-+BA 
➔ ➔ 

B-+A 
+- +-

B-+ A 

The L-system model integrates these local rules into a global description of 
a vegetative segment. The segment's development is simulated by an L-system 
derivation, in which productions are applied in parallel to all cells in the filament 
(Figure 1). 

In spite of its simplicity, this model reveals several key features of the basic 
L-system formalism.
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( a) The model is inherently dynamic: it describes the development of a structure
over time. In the words of d'Arcy Thompson, the form is viewed as "an event in
space-time, and not merely a configuration in space" [116].

(b) The model is discrete in three senses: "the state transformations are defined
on discrete subunits (cells); each subunit may be present in one of a finite set
of states; and the transformations are performed in discrete time steps" ( quoted
from (66]).

( c} The cells are arranged in a linear filament. The original formalism also makes 
it possible to describe branching structures (59]. 

(d) The model describes topology, in this case, the ordering of cells in the fila
ment. There is no information regarding the geometry, that is the actual shape
and size of the cells, and their position in space. In Figure 1, it was arbitrar
ily decided that the cells would be represented as circles and rectangles with
rounded corners, arranged along a straight line.

( e) The topology of the organism changes as a result of cell division. No mecha
nism exists, however, to rearrange a set of existing cells. Consequently, L-systems
are more suitable to model plants (in which cells are tightly cemented together)
than animals (in which cells can move with respect to each other (114, page 2]).

(f) The model represents the organism as a closed cybernetic system, which con
trols its development autonomously, without interacting with the environment.

(g) The model describes global development of an organism in terms of local

rules. In the Anabaena example, the state of each cell fully determines its fate in
the next step. We say that these rules are context-free, and represent control of
development by lineage (63]. The original L-system formalism also makes it pos
sible to use context-sensitive rules, which capture interactions between adjacent
elements of the developing structure.

Although these basic features are sufficient to create many models of linear 
and branching structures, advanced applications require extensions and modi
fications of L-systems. In the following sections we discuss three of them: the 
inclusion of continuous attributes, graphical interpretation of the models, and 
incorporation of external (environmental) influences on the development. 

3 Continuous extension of L-systems 

An essential component of the mathematical theory of L-systems is their dis
crete character. Nevertheless, in applications of L-systems to modeling and sim
ulation, this can become a limiting factor. The postulate that each module may 
assume only a finite number of states was the first to be reconsidered. As early 
as 1972, the simulation program CELIA allowed for the association of numerical 
attributes and sets of attributes of different types with L-system symbols (4, 39]. 
The idea of "adding continuous components to L-systems" was subsequently dis
cussed by Lindenmayer [61]. An analysis of the error related to the discretization 
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of continuous variables, such as the concentrations of substances in the cells, was 
given by Baker and Herman [4] (see also [40]). 

Impetus for further development of L-systems with parameters stemmed from 
the requirements of model visualization. Parameters were needed to specify the 
lengths of lines and the magnitudes of branching angles in the models (Sec
tion 4). Formal definitions of L-systems with parameters were given by Chien 
and Jurgensen [9, 10), and Hanan and myself [34, 91]. A simulation program 
cpfg (a continuous-parameter extension of pfg), implemented by Hanan and 
subsequently extended by James [50], and Hammel and Mech [89], is available 
over the Internet [82]. The use of parametric L-systems is the key advance in the 
modeling techniques presented in the book [95] over its predecessor [90]. 

The needs of model visualization, in particular for the animation of develop
mental processes, motivated another departure from the discrete characteristics 
of L-systems: the introduction of continuous time. An early attempt to spec
ify continuous-time processes using L-systems was included in [95]. It was lim
ited to context-free models, thus did not capture possible interactions between 
coexisting modules during development. This limitation was overcome in the 
next formalism, differential L-systems, introduced by Hammel, Mjolsness, and 
myself [88], and further explored by Hammel [30]. This is a combined discrete
continuous model of development, in which modules are created and cease to 
exist in discrete events captured by productions, but develop in a continuous 
fashion described by differential equations. Arguments to these equations may be 
provided by the neighboring modules, thus an exchange of information between 
modules can be expressed. To illustrate the formalism of differential L-systems, 
we created several animations of plant development [85]. 

One can contemplate whether the remaining discrete aspect of L-systems -
partitioning the modeled system into discrete units - should also be relinquished 
in some applications. The resulting notion, which could be termed partial differ
ential L-systems (Mjolsness, personal communication) would treat a developing 
organism as a continuous, possibly growing medium with a linear or branching 
topology. Such an approach was proposed by de Koster and Lindenmayer (13] as 
a possible model for a growing filament. Continuous media were also considered 
by Hammel and myself [30, 31] in an L-system restatement of reaction-diffusion 
models for pattern formation in sea shells. These models were originally formu
lated by Meinhardt and Klinger [72, 73] in terms of partial differential equations. 
A formal definition of partial differential L-systems remains an open problem. 

4 Graphical interpretation of L-systems 

The first algorithms for visualizing branching structures generated by L-systems 
were proposed in 1974 by Frijters and Lindenmayer (23] and Hogeweg and Hes
per [43]. The geometric aspects of the modeled structures were defined using a set 
of drawing rules external to the L-systems under consideration, acting globally on 
all components of the modeled structure. This global definition made some struc
tures impossible to specify. For example, the rule stating that branches should 
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be issued in alternating directions, first to the left, then to the right, did not 
allow modeling of structures with two consecutive branches oriented the same 
way. In 1979, Szilard and Quinton observed that L-systems could be applied to 
generate a variety of intricate geometric patterns if graphical interpretation was 
associated with specific symbols in the generated strings [115]. According to one 
technique, the L-system symbols represented lines (vectors) running in prede
fined directions: left, right, up and down. Thus, the strings defined the images 
according to the chain coding mechanism [19]. In another approach, directions 
were specified relative to the previous lines. Pursuing this latter route, I pro
posed [83] to consider L-system symbols as commands controlling a LOGO-style 
turtle [l]: move forward, turn to the left, and turn to the right. L-systems with 
turtle interpretation made it possible to generate many fractal curves. More
over, saving and restoring the turtle's position on a pushdown stack allowed the 
creation of plant-like structures with branches. 

Several extensions to turtle interpretation were introduced by Hanan, Ham
mel, Mech, and myself. They included an extension of turtle interpretation to 
three dimensions [84], the possibility of incorporating predefined surfaces to rep
resent organs such as leaves and flower petals [33, 84], and the addition of nu
merical parameters needed to control quantitative attributes of model compo
nents [34, 91]. Developmental surfaces [34] (see also [89]), made it possible to 
simulate changes of organ shape in animations of plant development [85, 88]. 
Other methods for specifying the shape of plant organs included planar sur
faces bound by sequences of turtle steps [33, 96], and implicit contours built 
around branching skeleton structures [32]. Generalized cylinders with various 
cross sections were recently incorporated into the framework of L-systems to 
model smoothly curving branches [89]. 

A further formalization of turtle interpretation was proposed by Kurth (55]. 
In particular, his work improved the method for manipulating the turtle's at
tributes using parametric L-systems. 

The use of turtle interpretation is convenient in a biological context, because 
it makes it easy to express branching angles. However, absolute directions also 
play a significant role in plant development. In the words of Dawkins [12, page 
128], "th� world usually imposes a significant difference between up and down." 
For example, branches often show a tendency to grow upwards, and roots to grow 
downw<;1rds. Under the general term of tropisms, these phenomena have been 
captured by biasing turtle orientation in a predefined direction [95, 96]. Further 
research is needed, however, to fully integrate tropisms with turtle interpretation. 

5 Incorporation of environmental factors 

Plants modeled using the original formalism of L-systems were treated as closed 
cybernet'ic systems, developing without interaction with the environment. In 
reality, however, interaction with the environment plays a major role in the de
velopment of plant and plant communities, and cannot be neglected in practical 
models with predictive value. In the first step towards the inclusion of envi-
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Fig . 2. An L-system model of plants affected by pruning. From [93]. 

ronmental factors, Rozenberg defined table L-systems, which allow changes to 
the production set from one derivation step to another [103] (see also [40, 106]). 
Table L-systems were applied, for example, to capture the switch from the pro
duction of leaves to the production of flowers by the apex of a flowering plant, 
due to a change in day length [20, 22, 23]. 

Table L-systems can only capture the impact of global environmental charac
teristics on plant development. Many phenomena depend, however, on local as
pects of the environment. James, Mech, and myself introduced environmentally

sensitive L-systems to capture situations where the environment affects the plant, 
but the reciprocal influence of the plant on the environment can be ignored [93]. 
This formalism was illustrated using examples of plant responses to pruning 
(Figure 2). A related approach was applied by Fournier to model the effect of 
the local temperature of organs on maize development [17]. 

Plants may also interact with the environment in a feedback loop that in
cludes information flow to and from the environment. Examples include compe
tition for space between individual plants (ramets) in a clonal plant, competi
tion for light between branches of a tree (where the upper branches change the 
amount of light available to the lower branches), and competition between roots 
for water in the soil. To express such phenomena, Mech and myself introduced 
the formalism of open L-systems [75] (Figure 3). It extends the L-system alpha
bet with communication symbols, which can exchange parameter values with the 
environment. Thus, a model of a developmental process consists of two compo
nents: a plant model expressed using an L-system, and a program simulating the 
relevant aspects of the environment. 

A different organization of the modeling software was proposed by Kurth [55, 
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Fig. 3. A model of deciduous trees competing for light. The trees have been and moved 
apart after they grew to reveal adaptation of crown geometry to the presence of the 
neighbor tree. Leaves are not shown to expose the branching structures. From (75]. 

57], who incorporated predefined functions that return environmental informa
tion directly into the simulation program. This approach requires the simulator 
to be recompiled each time a new environmental function is added. A technique 
for incorporating environmental factors into L-systems has also been presented 
by Vaario, Ogata, and Shimohara [119]. An interesting aspect of this latter work 
is the merging of two fundamental models of morphogenesis: L-systems and 
diffusion-limited aggregation models [120]. All of these extensions require the 
location of different modules in 3D space to be known; thus, they have been 
formulated for L-systems with turtle interpretation, rather than L-systems in 
general. 

A large amount of fundamental work on modeling developmental processes in 
an environmental context has been carried out outside the L-system framework, 
especially by Blaise [7] and Kaandorp (52]. Given the environmentally-sensitive 
and open L-system extensions, a link between their work and 1-systems could 
now be established (see Section 9). 

6 L-systems as programming languages 

As Chomsky grammars are the foundation for many common programming lan
guages, the formalism of L-systems is the basis on which programming lan
guages for the modeling and simulation of plants have been and are being built. 
These languages offer the users of simulation programs the capability of express
ing models easily, without the burden of constructing them "from scratch" in 
a general-purpose language, and without the limitations of predefined, "hard
coded" models, where only numerical parameter values can be easily changed. 
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This advantage is particularly relevant to computer-assisted biological research, 
where a convenient mechanism for specifying, modifying, and experimenting with 
all aspects of the models is highly important. 

To outline the gradual evolution of L-systems from theoretical concept to 
programming languages, let us first consider the simulation programs pfg and 
cpfg (Sections 1 and 3). The first version of these programs adopted a straight
forward syntax, mimicking the mathematical notation for production specifica
tion [83, 90]. Modeling experience indicated that further constructs were needed 
to increase the expressive power and the flexibility of the language. The intro
duction of numerically-valued parameters (Section 3) was the first major im
provement. This concept was extended with local variables (limited to indi
vidual productions) and global variables (shared between productions) (34, 92]. 
Further extensions included the incorporation of standard programming con
structs such as predefined mathematical functions (50], arrays, and flow control 
statements [89]. Sub-L-systems [34}, based on the idea of subroutines, made it 
possible to partition complex models into a hierarchy of components, which can 
be defined independently. 

Several extensions have been inspired, or can be related, to the notions of 1-
system theory. Programming constructs for stochastic 1-systems [84, 95] closely 
follow their formal definitions [15, 77, 121]. The "cut symbol", introduced to sim
ulate the shedding of organs such as leaves, petals, or entire branches [34, 95], 
has its counterpart in L-systems with fragmentation (105, 108]. The idea of frag
mentation is also related to the modeling of collections of objects, such as clonal 
plants that become separated during vegetative propagation (87]. 1-systems with 
homomorphisms [89] make use of the homomorphic transformations of gener
ated strings [76, 106] to separate the logic of the models from the details of 
their graphical interpretation. This separation makes complex models clearer 
and better structured [97]. 

The link between 1-system theory and practical programming constructs is 
rarely straightforward. Many theoretical notions have been introduced as mech
anisms for defining new classes of languages on the basis of 1-systems. This 
motivation, rooted in formal language theory, often leads to results that do not 
meet the needs of biological modeling. For example, theoretical concepts that 
have been established for non-bracketed, context-free L-systems without param
eters must be generalized to become useful in programming languages. 

Extensions analogous to those outlined above using the example of pfg and 
cpfg can also be found in other implementations of languages based on L
systems. A variant of the parameter-passing mechanism for parametric L-systems 
was proposed by Borovikov [8] and implemented in the commercial program 
World Builder [2]. It makes it possible to handle modules with large numbers of 
parameters in a concise manner. Constructs borrowed from standard program
ming languages have been incorporated in the modeling systems ELSYS by Goel 
and Rozehnal [27], and GROGRA by Kurth [55]. Kurth has also implemented 
homomorphic transformations of strings (under the name of two-phase growth 
grammars). An idea similar to fragmentation has been applied to the animation 
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of multiple interacting objects by Noser and Thalmann [78, 79]. One of their ex
amples, particularly interesting from a biological perspective, is the simulation 
of butterflies flying in a flower field. 

Unfortunately, in spite of the practical importance of programming languages 
based on L-systems, they have not yet been extensively studied from the per
spective of programming language theory. A notable exception is the work by 
Oritz, Pinter, and Pinter [80, 81], where L-systems are considered in the context 
of programming massively parallel computers such as the Connection Machine. 

Plant modeling can also be regarded in the general framework of simula
tion theory. This point of view was first adopted by Hogeweg, who consid
ered L-system derivations as discrete-event simulations, and used SIMULA to 
implement the models [41, 42]. Pursuing a similar approach, Hammel [30] ap
plied a combined discrete-continuous simulation extension of SIMULA called 
DISCO [38] to implement differential L-systems (Section 3). Both implementa
tions made it possible to relinquish the assumption of a strictly synchronous 
operation of L-systems, which may be unrealistic from a biological perspective. 
In addition, they took advantage of the object-oriented programming environ
ment provided by SIMULA to conveniently express the models. Object-oriented 
extensions of L-systems have also been proposed using the framework of C++ 
by Borovikov [2, 8] and Guzy [29]. 

The development of programming languages and environments based on L
systems is an active research domain. As the understanding of modeling using L
systems grows, we may expect that new, more systematically designed languages 
will emerge. They will take full advantage of L-system theory, and combine useful 
constructs found at present in separate languages and programs. 

7 Applications to plant modeling 

In general, plant models can be divided into mechanistic ( causal) and empirical 

(descriptive). The purpose of mechanistic models is to gain an understanding of 
plant development in terms of the interactions between the component modules 
and processes. Thus, "mechanistic modeling follows the traditional reductionist 
method that has been so very successful in the physical sciences" [117]. In con
trast, empirical models reproduce the morphology of the described plants with
out reenacting the control mechanisms. We will discuss the mechanistic models 
first. 

L-systems were introduced as a formalism for modeling and simulating the
development of simple multicellular organisms, such as filamentous bacteria 
and algae [59]. In this spirit, Tunbridge and Jones recently applied a context
sensitive parametric L-system to model the development of fungus Aspergillus 

nidulans [118]. In 1974, Frijters and Lindenmayer proposed L-systems for mod
eling the structures found in higher plants, in particular compound inflores
cences [20, 21, 22, 23]. From a biological perspective, the main purpose of their 
studies was to present plausible explanations of flowering sequences and dif
ferences in relative branch sizes in the studied plants. Frijters and Linden-
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mayer observed (24] that simple control of development by lineage, expressed 
by non-parametric context-free L-systems, could not capture basipetal flowering 
sequences (with the flowering zone progressing from the top of the plant down
wards) and acrotonic patterns of branch development ( with the largest branches 
situated near the top of the plant). A formal analysis supporting this observation 
was presented later by Liick, Liick, and Bakkali [69], and Kari and myself [94]. 
Overcoming this limitation, Janssen and Lindenmayer showed [51, 64] that aero
tonic flowering patterns and basipetal flowering sequences could be reproduced 
assuming control of development by hormones that flow through the developing 
structure and trigger developmental events. This work formed the basis for subse
quent realistic modeling and visualization of herbaceous plants by Lindenmayer, 
Hanan, and myself [90, 95, 96]. 

The ease of describing interactive control mechanisms using context-sensitive 
L-systems is one of the most appealing features of the L-system formalism. In
addition to the work cited above, examples include models of trees affected by
pruning, in which signals initiate the development of dormant lateral buds after
the apices of the main branches have been removed (Section 5). In a less typical
application, inspired by Room (personal communication), a signal represents an
insect that feeds on a plant [86, 87). The incorporation of parameters makes it
possible to quantify concentrations of substances flowing in a growing structure,
such as water, minerals, or products of photosynthesis. Consequently, L-systems
can be applied to express the class of physiologically-based resource-allocation

models. A simple example of a plant model including the flow and partitioning
of resources between the shoot and the root is presented in [86, 87]. The flow
of resources (products of photosynthesis) is also a part of the models of trees
competing for light, proposed by Mech and myself [75].

Apart from the work carried out using cpfg, resource allocation models have 
been implemented by Kurth using the program GROGRA [54]. In this case, 
the available resources (carbon compounds) are computed using special-purpose 
extensions incorporated into a basically context-free simulation language, rather 
than generic mechanisms of information transfer provided by context-sensitive 
productions. 

L-systems have also been used to construct descriptive developmental models.
A significant body of work devoted to modeling algae has been carried out by 
Corbit and Garbary [11, 25], and Morelli, Schneider, Walde, and Akstin [74, 
109, 110]. The latter group suggested an interesting if hypothetical link between 
branching architectures, their L-system models, and the genetic makeup of the 
studied species. It is exemplified by the following statement: "If the character 
strings necessary to code our graphical images corresponded in some way to 
the information represented in the genetic code of Dipterosiphonia species, then 
only minor genetic changes would be necessary to account for speciation where 
branching pattern was the main defining species characteristic." [110]. 

In contrast to the relatively simple models of algae, empirical models of higher 
plants rely on large amounts of quantitative data and statistical analysis of plant 
morphology. Examples include models of the Japanese cypress scale leaves [77], 
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green ash shoots [98], young green ash trees [99], Norway spruce trees [58], cotton 
plants [100], bean plants [35], maize shoots [17] and maize root systems [111]. A 
novel use of L-systems has been proposed by Battjes and Bachmann [6], who 
related parameter values in the L-system models to genetic variation between 
modeled plants (four species of Microseris, a herbaceous plant in the aster fam
ily). 

The large amount of observational data needed to construct models raises 
a number of practical problems. What features of plant morphology should be 
measured? What devices should be used to perform the measurements? How 
should the acquired data be represented in a database for easy access, process
ing, and incorporation into the final models? An overview of these problems in 
the context of L-system modeling has been presented by Remphrey and my
self [99]; a detailed case study of empirical model construction is given in our 
joint paper with Davidson and Hammel [98]. The process of data acquisition has 
been presented in detail by Hanan and Room [37], and emphasized in our tutorial 
paper on the applications of L-systems to plant modeling [101]. The underlying 
digitizing software is available through the Internet [36]. Theoretical aspects of 
model construction according to quantitative data have been described by Godin 
et al. [26]. Although this paper is not presented in the framework of L-systems, 
the results can be easily adapted. 

8 L-systems and evolution 

On an abstract level, the L-system productions can be viewed as "genes" that 
control plant development. Consequently, L-system models can be subject to 
a cyclic process of artificial evolution, in which changes to the rules are intro
duced, the resulting models are evaluated, and the L-systems producing the best 
models (for a given criterion) are selected for the next iteration of changes and 
evaluation. An early pursuit of this concept was presented by MacKenzie and 
myself [70, 71], in a work extending unpublished results by Smith [113]. The key 
idea was to apply genetic algorithms (for example, see (28]) to introduce vari
ations in the class of L-systems being explored. Experiments included several 
selection mechanisms, such as the fractal dimension and the amount of light 
captured by the resulting structures. Recently, the concept of evolving L-system 
models has been extensively studied by Jacob [44]-[49]. Evolving models of ab
stract structures, motivated by plants, were also proposed by Kim [53]. Their 
postulated relationship to L-system models requires further analysis. 

9 Concluding remarks 

Applications of L-systems to programming, simulation, and visualization extend 
beyond the modeling of plants. They also include generation of fractals, tilings, 
and other geometric patterns, graphical modeling and animation of objects other 
than plants, and extensions of L-systems for the modeling of cellular layers and 
volumetric structures. These topics have not been included in the present survey. 
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Advancements in the modeling of plants using L-systems have been largely 
motivated by the desire to expand the range of phenomena that can be for
mally described, simulated, and studied. Now that this range is quite extensive, 
questions regarding the relationship between L-systems and other models of 
plant architecture emerge. It appears that the use of a special-purpose mod
eling language is the most distinctive feature of the L-system-based approach. 
It makes it easy to specify models as an input to general-purpose simulation 
programs or as a part of a model description in publications. In contrast, mod
els expressed in general-purpose programming languages may require multi-page 
program listings. The essence of the models, however, is often similar in spite of 
different software implementations. Indeed, the modeling power of 1-systems has 
been repetitively evaluated by reimplementing various models constructed orig
inally within different frameworks [75, 87, 95]. In this context, Frarn;on [18] and 
Kurth (56, 57] observed an interesting convergence between .models expressed 
using 1-systems and the large body of models developed at the Atelier de 
Modelisation de l'Architecture des Plantes AMAP, CIRAD, Montpellier, France 
(for a recent description of the work at AMAP see [5, 14]). A further compar
ison of different approaches to the modeling of plant architecture would be an 
interesting research project in itself. 
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